COMMUNIQUE

The Rector of the University of Dschang, informs candidates holding a Bachelor's degree or any other diploma recognized as equivalent by the Ministry of Higher Education, of the opening of a competitive examination upon study of files, entry into the 1st year of professional master's degree at the Regional Training Centre Spatialized in Agriculture Forest-Wood (CRESA Forêt-Bois) of the University of Dschang in Yaoundé Nkolbisson, for the academic year 2020-2021, in the following fields, courses and places available below:

1. ENVIRONMENT AND CONSERVATION MEASURES (EMC)

✓ Course: Environmental Assessment and Land Use Planning (EEAT)
   Number of places: 25
✓ Course: Economics and Environmental Management (EME)
   Number of places: 25

Admission requirements: Holders of a Bachelor's Degree in Environmental Impact Studies, Physical Science, Human and Social Sciences (Geography, Sociology, Anthropology, Ethnology, History, Political Science, Law, Economics...), Forestry, or any other Equivalent Diploma approved by the Pedagogical Coordination.

2. DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES (AGRN)

✓ Course: Forest Audit and Certification (ACF)
   Number of places: 25
✓ Course: Management of Forest and Wildlife Resources (AFF)
   Number of places: 25
✓ Course: Climate Change and REDD+ (CCR)
   Number of places: 25

Admission requirements: Holders of a Bachelor's Degree in Forest Sciences, Forest Engineering, Agroeconomy, Plant Biology, Biogeography, Physical Geography, or any other Equivalent Diploma approved by the Pedagogical Coordination.

3. INDUSTRIAL VALORIZATION OF WOOD (VIB)

Number of places: 25

Admission requirements: Engineer of Forest Works, Professional Bachelor in Woodwork, Professional Bachelor in Forest Sciences, Bachelor in Plant Biology, Civil Engineer, Forest Administration Executive, Executive of NGOs specialized in Wood Processing and Valorization, or any other equivalent Diploma approved by the Pedagogical Coordination.
4. STANDARDS AND QUALITY CONTROL OF AGRO-PASTORAL AND FOOD PRODUCTS (NCQPAA)

- Course: Standards and Quality Control in Food Technology and Food Safety
  Number of places: 25
- Course: Standards and Quality Control in Animal Production
  Number of places: 25
- Course: Standards and Quality Control in Plant Production
  Number of places: 25

Admission requirements: Degree in Agricultural Sciences, Degree in Biochemistry, Degree in Veterinary Sciences, Degree in Agricultural and Food Biotechnology, Degree in Food Sciences or any other Equivalent Diploma approved by the Pedagogical Coordination.

Training costs:

500 000 FCFA/year (CEMAC zone including DRC)

750,000 FCFA/year (outside the CEMAC zone)

Constitution of file:

- Have a valid e-mail address
- Register on the https://sigesonline.univ-dschang.org website to obtain application and payment forms
- An application form downloaded and stamped (tax stamp) at 1000 (one thousand) francs XAF
- A copy of birth certificate less than 3 (three) months old
- Four color passport photos (4x4)
- Certified photocopies of University diplomas and bachelor's degrees obtained
- Certified photocopies of the transcripts for these diplomas and by level of training
- An envelope (A4 format) stamped with the weight of the attachments and bearing the candidate's address
- A medical certificate less than 3 months old issued by a medical officer
- A receipt for an amount of 20,000 FCFA, representing the entrance fees, which must be attached to the application, payable via Express Union and Commercial Bank

The hard copy application files will be received complete at the School Service of the Regional Training Centre Specialized in Agriculture Forest-Wood (CRESA Forest-Wood) in Nkolbisson, Yaounde or in the mail services of FASA in Dschang, FASA in Ebolowa, FASA in Bafia and in the branches of Maroua and Bélabo at the latest on September 20, 2020.

If you have any further questions, please call the following telephone numbers: (237) 678944121 / (237) 695009828/(237) 698113294/(237) 656021381

Amplifications:

-R/UDS
-RV-EPDTIC
-D/FASA
-Coordo/CRESA
- SIC/Radio Campus/wide-distribution
- Display

[Signature]

Dr. Roger TSAFACK NANTOSSO